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No upturn in demolition sales as recycling prices
decline
Noteworthy recycling sales include an open-hatch bulk carrier and only the second boxship sold
for scrap this year

by  robert.willmington@informa.com

Ships have arrived at recycling yards and then about turned for further trading because of a lack of buyers or
disagreement on sale prices, despite falling charter earnings 

THE ship recycling market remains distinctly quiet, with scrap pricing levels recently continuing to fall as
demand for recycled steel in some of the important demolition centres has weakened.

Recently reported sales by brokers included SMT Shipping’s 42,900 dwt geared open-hatch bulk carrier Curacao

Pearl (IMO: 8308147). This 1984-built ship has been sold to a Hong Kong Convention-compliant recycling yard

in India for $585 per light displacement tonne.

Also in the dry cargo sector, Chinese owners have sold the 33-year-old handysize bulk carrier Tian Yu 2 (IMO:

8904214) to Bangladeshi buyers for $560 per ldt. In the containership sector, Regional Container Lines has sold
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THE 38-YEAR-OLD, OPEN-HATCH BULK CARRIER CURACAO PEARL

(PICTURED), HAS BEEN SOLD TO INDIAN BREAKERS.
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the 1,288 teu capacity Xetha Bhum (IMO: 9046411) to undisclosed buyers for $619 per ldt.

The 1993-built Xetha Bhum is only the second containership to have been sold for demolition so far this year.
In September, the same owner sold sister vessel Mathu Bhum (IMO: 8813647) on an “as is” basis with handover

to buyers in Singapore in December.

Despite a signi�cant downturn in the container trades since September there has been little sign of an
upturn in demolition activity so far, though that is likely to change next year.

“With uncertainty around carbon abatement, demolition options have not been sought by liner operators
and tonnage providers for older ships until they get a clear handle on how many ships will be needed during
the initial years of Carbon Intensity Indicator implementation,” Braemar container market analyst Jonathan

Roach told Lloyd’s List. “Containerships are not heading for recycling in signi�cant numbers yet, but we are
expecting a resumption in 2023 and then a surge in 2024.”
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Cash buyer GMS reports that recycling pricing levels are dropping, from their still relatively high levels.
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“Prices have deteriorated even further this week at all subcontinent locations and offers of $400 per ldt on
small ldt units are gradually becoming a reality. As such, any shipowner expecting some of the better levels,
even from last week, will have to readjust their expectations much lower, to bring any sort of �rm offer to the
table.”

GMS said that end buyers and steel traders in India are now purchasing steel imports at much lower levels
than current ship recycling prices.

Approvals for letters of credit for the purchase of ships are still proving dif�cult to come by, especially in
Bangladesh, where the government is not sanctioning any fresh letters of credit for ships. This is leading to a
virtual standstill of the recycling industry there.

“We have seen multiple vessels enter the market and turn straight back around for trading, even at the
reduced dry bulk and container levels of today, having either not found a buyer with a ready letter of credit or
having suffered embarrassingly low offers,” said GMS. “Overall, it is expected to be a dark and bleak winter
for a withering ship recycling industry, especially after the decade long high in prices above $700 per ldt
while business boomed during the early part of this year.”


